Euroclear Procedure for 10+2+2 and 45+2+2
Agreement will be signed with a European bank
directly.
You have to show Cash available for paying BG cost 14% lease or 49%
Purchase. Your BG will be shown at Euroclear with ISIN number. If you
pay 0.05%, MT799 Pre-Advice will be sent followed by MT760 by the
Issuing bank through the Provider.

We can close the deal within 10 days. But the clients must
be able to show proof of funds. No upfront fees, every fee
is after the client's bank confirmed the BG/SBLC.
"Call option fee”

"Consultancy"

“Settlement”

The fee require by the bank to cover all charges such as stamp duties,
application fees, cost including that of valuers, amount to reserve the
instrument for the Buyer or Borrower which is to be paid once the BG
or SBLC is established on all Interbank Screen and
Euroclear/Bloomberg. The Call option fee on this Agreement is 0.05
Per Cent %
Agent’s settlement and consultant fees. The Consultancy fees on this
Agreement is 2 Per Cent %+ 2% (Separate IMFPA by Client with
Consultant)
The system of wire or telegraphic remittance. The system of Payment on this
Agreement is by unconditional MT103 wire transfer.

Visit following links of our Home Page for all other available Procedures and
Downloads of LOIs and other documents. ALL Our Procedure are Non-

Negotiable. Please do not waste your time in suggesting us your
procedures. We do not accept any client procedures. If any of our
Procedure is not acceptable, as it is, then please go to another
provider.

http://www.bg-sblc.com/PRICE-INCREASES-ANDMONETIZATION-IN-2016.php
http://www.bg-sblc.com/BG-FROM-REPUTABLE-2ND-RATEUK-BANK-MINIMUM-250K-UP.php
http://www.bg-sblc.com/EUROCLEAR-OR-ESCROW-WITH-AREGISTERED-US-ATTORNEY.php
or
http://pakmarineltd.com/2016-price-increases-and-monetization.php
http://pakmarineltd.com/euroclear-or-escrow-with-a-registered-usattorney.php
http://pakmarineltd.com/reputable-2nd-rate-uk-bank-bg-sblcminimum-250k-up.php
Kind Regards
Hussain Khan, M. A.. (Tokyo)
Skype ID:hkhanjp
http://www.bg-sblc.com/
http://pakmarineltd.com/
http://www.dawahislamia.com/
http://www.dawahislamia.com/complete-para30-with-detailedjapanese-explanation.php
You can find out further information about me by putting my name,
HUSSAIN KHAN, TOKYO, in Google, or YouTube or Amazon or
Linkedin Search Engines.

